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Abstract—In its basic form, a variability model describes the
variations among similar artifacts from a structural point of
view. It does not capture any information about when these
variations occur or how they are related to each other in time.
This abstraction becomes problematic as soon as time-related
aspects become essential for the modeling purpose, e.g., when
providing long-term support for a product line or when planning
its future strategy.
In this paper, we provide an overview of approaches that
deal with time-related aspects in variability, which is summa-
rized under “variability in time”. In contrast, the modeling
of structural commonalities and differences is referred to as
“variability in space”. We take an inductive approach and
survey different uses of the term “variability in time”, which
turn out to be orthogonal. We generalize the uses and identify
three different types: variability of linear change over time
(maintenance/evolution), multiple versions at a point in time
(configuration management), and binding over time (product
derivation). We validate the types by using them to describe
complex product line evolution scenarios where they exhibit
expressive and discriminatory power. Finally, we go into depth
for the first type (maintenance/evolution) and identify the tasks
and aspects to be considered when building a detailed evolution
research agenda in the future.
I. INTRODUCTION
Variability can be seen as “the ability of a software system
or artefact to be efficiently extended, changed, customized or
configured for use in a particular context.” [30]. Similarly,
variability modeling techniques “aim at representing the vari-
ability in a product family”. [27] Well-known techniques are
feature modeling [14], orthogonal variability modeling [22],
COVAMOF [28], and decision modeling [2].
These techniques, however, describe the variability of a
product line for one particular moment in time only. Given
the inevitable change of a software system over time, several
authors added the time dimension to variability. Whereas the
classical notion of variability is referred to as “variability in
space” the new dimension is called “variability in time”1 [22],
[9], [24], [32], [16], [19], [4]. For ease of reading, when we use
the term variability without any qualification in the following,
we actually refer to “variability in space”.
1We regard the terms “variability in time” and “variability over time”, both
in singular or plural, as synonyms.
The topic of “variability in time” is of considerable impor-
tance and has also been discussed in projects and workshops
([21], [33], [15]). However, recent uses and definitions of the
term refer to widely differing time-related variability issues.
Authors claiming to address “variability in time”—according
to their definition—therefore actually only address a subset of
time-related problems. Whereas there exists substantial work
and a common understanding on what “variability in space” is
about, this is not the case for “variability in time”. For time-
related variability issues in product line engineering, an estab-
lished body of knowledge, which allows for decomposing and
structuring the problem in an appropriate way, is still missing.
This paper performs first steps towards such a common body
of knowledge.
We take an inductive approach and survey different uses
of “variability in time” (Section II). They turn out to be
orthogonal, so we generalize them and identify three types
of variability in time: variability of linear change over time
(maintenance/evolution), multiple versions at a point in time
(configuration management), and binding over time (product
derivation) (Section III). This gives an expressive terminology
for characterizing complex time-related variability interrela-
tions, which we illustrate for several product line evolution
scenarios (Section IV). Finally, we go into depth for the first
type (maintenance/evolution), for which we define tasks and
aspects (future planning, present modeling and tracking, past
analysis) (Section V), serving as a prerequisite for defining a
research agenda in the future.
II. VARIABILITY IN TIME IN THE LITERATURE
In this section we report on the uses of the term “variability
in time” in recent work. Interestingly, it only appears in papers
within the product line context. The term has been used to
describe three different problem areas: product line evolution,
product line versioning, and product line binding variability.
A. Product Line Evolution Variability
One definition recited several times [19], [12], [34] is of
Pohl et al. [22]: “Variability in time is the existence of different
versions of an artefact that are valid at different times.” This
definition is not without problems. Having different versions
of an artifact is obviously not specific to software product
lines. It holds for every evolving software system. However,
even for single system development, it is common that one
product is released in different versions and, thus, one has to
deal with different artifact versions at the same time. This
definition, however, implicates that there is a straight flow
of artifact versions, each new version actually invalidating its
predecessor.
Other authors [24], [7] use the term “variability in time”
to describe not only the change of the artifact versions over
time, but also of their variability dependencies (denoting the
“variability in space”) over time. As requirements change over
time, the product line must evolve as well. For a product line
this means adding, removing, or changing features, as well as
adding, removing, or changing variability dependencies (e.g.,
mandatory, optional, alternative). Still, however, they do not
address multiple artifact versions valid at the same time.
B. Product Line Versioning Variability
In [32], in turn, the problem of “variability in time” is
seen as a problem of dealing with multiple valid versions
at the current moment in time. Maintaining one product in
different versions in parallel is already a challenge for single
product development, as each product consists of a multitude
of artifacts of specific versions. For product lines this problem
is even more difficult; a multitude of products, each possibly
having several released versions, must be related to the correct
artifact version for maintenance.
C. Product Line Binding Variability
Other authors, finally, use the term “variability in time”
to describe the creation time and binding time of variability
[4], [6], [12], [13]. During domain engineering, at certain
phases of system development (e.g., analysis, design, coding
compilation, linking, distribution, installation, start-up, or run-
time) variation points are “made explicit”, meaning foreseen,
designed, or implemented in a dedicated way. In application
engineering, these variation points are successively bound to
specific variants, decreasing the variability until at the end one
specific system is the end product.
III. ASSIGNING THE DIFFERENT NOTIONS TO TYPES
As can be seen from the previous section, the notion of the
term “variability in time” varies considerably, each adopting a
different viewpoint. However, the uses actually are orthogonal.
Thus, in this section, we assign the different notions of
the term to types, which will help to reason about product
line variability over time providing a reasonable terminology.
We generalize the three above notions and subordinate more
time-related variability research, both from general software
engineering and product line research, to which we will give
exemplary literature references. We distinguish between the
following three types of variability in time: variability of
change over time (maintenance/evolution), multiple versions
at a moment in time (configuration management), and binding
over time (product derivation).
A. Variability of Linear Change over Time:
Maintenance and Evolution
Meta-studies indicate that 50 to 90 percent of costs refer
not to development of software products but to their chang-
ing [17]. As described in Section II, the popular definition of
“variability in time” in [22] denoting the existence of different
artifact versions at different times does not address this issue
appropriately in the context of software product lines.
The discipline of software engineering providing compre-
hensive concepts, methods, and tools for changes is called
software maintenance or software evolution. For this paper,
we will not strictly distinguish between both terms. However,
commonly, the term maintenance has a rather “reactive” con-
notation (i.e., corrective or adaptive maintenance according to
[18]), whereas evolution tends to be used in a more “proactive”
way (i.e., perfective or preventive maintenance in [18]). In the
following we will use the more appropriate term, respectively.
Evolving a product line is much more complex as in the case
of single systems, since the variability (in space) changes over
time as well. Formalizing the different types of product line
changes to ensure consistency is a big challenge specific to
product line engineering. A taxonomy for the different types
of product line evolution operators with a special focus on
requirements level changes is given in [26], for example. A
more empirical approach categorizing the findings of two case
studies into an approach relating the reasons of product line
changes to their architectural impact can be found in [29].
Finally, a framework for decentralized evolution of product
line feature models is presented in [23]. It facilitates speci-
fying explicitly which change operations are permitted on a
feature model by defining allowed deviations with respect to
a reference feature model.
B. Variability of Multiple Versions at a Moment in Time:
Configuration Management
From a simplified point of view, software maintenance may
be seen as a continuous flow of versioning over time, each
new version invalidating its predecessor. In this form, it does
not concern multiple versions of the same artifact at the same
time. This is a task of configuration management.
Software configuration management (SCM) is often defined
as a holistic discipline comprising tools, techniques, and
processes for tracking and controlling everything related to
versioning and changing of software-related artifacts (e.g.,
[20]). Version management tools such as SVN or ClearCase
constitute the technical side of SCM. In this paper, we will
use the term configuration management in a narrower sense:
managing different versions of the same artifact throughout the
software lifecycle, or, as stated informally in [20]: “eliminating
the confusion and error brought about by the existence of dif-
ferent versions of artifacts”. Thus, it deals with maintaining the
integrity of products considering that they may be comprised
of artifacts of different versions.
Once a product is delivered to a customer, keeping it in
sync with the product line core assets is often not part of
the contract or even feasible (e.g., due to hardware changes).
Linear change over time Multiple versions at a moment in time Binding over time
Focus Change as continuous flow Managing artifact versions in parallel Binding VPs as process in time
Off focus Multiple artifact versions Evolving artifacts Evolution and versioning of VPs
Software engineering field Maintenance/Evolution Configuration management Product derivation
Exemplary PL challenge Consistent evolution of ViS Consolidating versions and ViS Time flexibility for binding ViS
PL: product line | VPs: variation points | ViS: variability in space
TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE THREE TYPES OF “VARIABILITY OVER TIME”.
However, the released products have to be maintained as
well, for instance by bug-fixing (corrective maintenance) or
for possible future update requests (perfective maintenance).
Therefore, the configuration of the specific product (i.e., all
its artifacts in their specific version) must on the one hand
be frozen in time. On the other hand, the product must keep
in contact with the evolving core asset base to support the
product’s maintenance.
Consolidating versioning and software product lines vari-
ability is an important research challenge of product line en-
gineering. It has both been addressed in research prototypes by
integrating product line functionality into version management
tools (e.g., [31]) or vice versa (e.g., [32]).
1) Versions over Time and Continuity: According to
Aoyama [1] evolution can be continuous or discontinuous.
Continuous evolution corresponds to a set of requirement
changes that is small enough, so that only little architec-
tural reengineering is required. Above a certain threshold of
changes, it is necessary to re-engineer the architecture, leading
to substantial architectural and implementational differences.
When the continuity is interrupted, a new product line genera-
tion arises and, for a certain period of time, both product lines
have to be maintained in parallel. Major architectural reengi-
neering leads to differences that are difficult to track. Dealing
with those problems is a further challenge for configuration
management.
C. Variability of Binding in Time:
Product Derivation
A considerable amount of variability of a product line is
planned early in the software product line lifecycle, during
scoping [25]. The actual implementation of the variability
(foreseeing and implementing variation points) can be per-
formed at different moments in domain engineering, as well
as the binding of these variation points to variants for product
derivation in application engineering [4]. Various binding
techniques ranging from coding time to run-time may be
applied.
Although the term “variability in time” has been used in
the context of variation point creation and binding, one might
argue that it is a rather trivial observation that this is usually
done in a process over time. However, we believe that it is
possible to gain some remarkable insights if seen in a broader
scope. Creation and binding of variability successively over
time is also known as multi-level and staged configuration,
respectively [8]. Such an approach is required, if it is neces-
sary to model so-called “software ecosystems”, this is when
software product lines themselves pass through several distinct
organizations until the variability is completely bound [3].
A further variability aspect is introduced if the variation
points are designed in a way that it is possible to bind them
at different stages (e.g., either at compile time or at run-time).
Then, additional variability, so-called “timeline variability”
[10] is introduced, leading to an even more complex product
configuration over time.
D. Intermediate Summary
Table I summarizes the three aforementioned types of
“variability in time”. They differ in what is in and off their
focus and in the fields of classical software engineering
that address them. To indicate that “variability in time” has
specific product-line–related challenges, we also mention one
exemplary challenge tackled by recent product line research.
Providing a complete list of all relevant challenges is beyond
the scope of this paper.
IV. SCENARIOS
In the following, we apply the three different types of
“variability in time” to describe several complex product line
scenarios where they exhibit expressive and discriminatory
power, giving evidence that they provide the right abstraction
for talking about variability over time.
Scenario 1: Interaction of Product Line and Products.
Figure 1 shows a product line scenario containing each of the
types of “variability in time”. The first type—linear change
over time (maintenance)—develops in parallel with the time
flow (horizontal axis). The vertical axis, in turn, corresponds to
the binding of variability. Interaction of the upper product line
evolution and the lower product maintenance corresponds to
configuration management, which is the third type. It becomes
necessary, for example, when a product bug-fix is fed back
into the product line core assets (bottom-up), or, vice versa,
a product receives a feature upgrade from the core asset base
(top-down).
The figure may be interpreted as follows: For the version of
the product line in 2009, binding of variability (the derivation
of the product A and B) is done in a single step. The product
line evolves and, in 2010, product C (V1) is derived. This
product has to be maintained in parallel to the evolving core
asset base. After creation of a maintenance release in 2011 C
(V2), the adaptations are merged back into the product line,
which is a configuration management task. Product D is bound
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Fig. 1. Product line evolution scenario.
in separate steps (staged configuration [8]). Finally, in 2013,
product E results from staged configuration involving multiple
parties. The supplier (organization X) hands over the partially-
configured product line to its customer (organization Y), which
binds the remaining variation points and completes product
derivation. This is also referred to as software ecosystems [3].
Scenario 2: Interaction of Product Lines. The following
scenario (Figure 2) illustrates continuity and discontinuity of
product lines. Again, maintenance corresponds to the hor-
izontal axis, configuration management, here not between
products and their product line, but between distinct product
lines, to the vertical axis. Product derivation is not shown in
the figure. Subsequently, we distinguish between product line
generations, releases, and revisions using version numbering
(<gen>.<rel>.<rev>). This terminology is similarly used
in other publications (e.g., [29], [1]) and can be found likewise
in various software projects.
Starting in 2009 with development of the product line,
version n.m.0 is released in 2010, and, one year later in
an updated revision (n.m.1). In 2011, a new release is split
up from n.m.2. Both releases now have to be maintained
in parallel. Usually, the older release then primarily experi-
ences corrective and maybe adaptive maintenance, whereas
the newer one keeps evolving further (perfective, preventive
maintenance). Until the end of maintenance of release m,
considerable interaction between m and m+1 may occur (e.g.,
backporting of functionality), making complex configuration
management (“release management”) tasks necessary between
the product lines.
An even more profound break is the change of generations.
According to [1] this is the case when the prospected changes
are beyond a level of tolerance, so that it is necessary
to reengineer the software architecture completely. This is
the case starting from year 2012 where generation n+1 is
launched. The current state of the art in development and the
lessons learnt from the previous generation build the input for
creating a new product line architecture. Although the overall
architecture is build from scratch, successful core assets of the
prior generation may be ported (year 2014). Similarly as in a
case of release change, maintenance operations performed on
one product line generation may need to be transferred to the
other one (e.g., forwardporting). This task is more challenging
though, as, due to the differing product line architectures,
the previously common core assets may have drifted apart
considerably. This could be called “product line generation
management”.
V. PRODUCT LINE EVOLUTION IN DEPTH
In the previous sections, we identified three types of
“variability over time” and applied them to two evolution
scenarios. Now, it is necessary to further decompose and
to identify the relevant tasks and aspects to be considered
within each type. This will serve as a foundation to define
a research agenda for giving appropriate support with tools
and methods in the future. For the type of product derivation,
there already exists substantial research, even on advanced
topics (e.g., staged configuration, software supply chains and
ecosystems) [8], [11], [3]. For this paper, we will only perform
this decomposition for “product line evolution”; addressing
versioning-related variability issues is out of scope for this
paper and will be future work.
Product line evolution just is starting to get a foundation
suitable for modeling. In [26] a set of evolution operations is
defined, and [5] presents initial concepts for evolution-enabled
feature modeling. For defining the tasks and aspects relevant
for product line evolution, we run through a complete iteration
of what may be called the “evolution lifecycle”. Depending
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on the intention of an observer, product line evolution has the
following lifecycle phases: future planning, present tracking,
present/past analysis, and correction/realignment. Figure 3
illustrates this.
Proactive Planning. Scoping [25] is a crucial task for a
product line; its future development has to be planned. This
means, in the first case, planning the features and their vari-
ability for a certain moment in the future. This is however not
the only relevant planning task. Additionally, it is necessary
to plan the steps, how to reach the future plan (product line
evolution). Next to the (proactive) evolution of the product line
core assets, the maintenance of released products and previous
product line releases and generations must be planned and
aligned.
Tracking. Tracking a product line includes both logging
its current state and the changes performed on it. When
considering the state of a product line as its current features
and their dependencies, this can be done by using variability
modeling (e.g., feature modeling with versioned features and
dependencies) and change recording. This tracks the main-
tenance/evolution of the product line variability. However,
changes to released products (bug-fixes, updates) should con-
sequently also be tracked. This might be difficult, for example
in the context of software ecosystems and supply chains [3],
[11], as a product line supplier might not even know about the
actual products derived from its base product line for the end
customers.
Analysis. Given that the product line evolution has been
appropriately planned and tracked, we envision three types
of analyses: evolution state analysis, evolution step analysis,
evolution conformance analysis.
• Analyzing the evolution state means checking the consis-
tency at a moment in time. This may involve that each
feature on model level must have assigned implementa-
tion artifacts, or that dependencies on feature level may
not contradict to those on implementation level.
• An evolution step is valid if it transforms one valid
evolution state to another valid one. For one concrete
evolution state as input, this is easy to check (simply
applying the evolution step and checking the result for
consistency). However, it might be possible to prove that
an evolution step produces always a valid result given a
valid input.
• Analyzing evolution conformance, finally, means check-
ing whether the current and past evolution states and
the transition steps performed comply to the evolution
how it has been planned. The result of the evolution
conformance analysis may not only comprise the actual
deviation but also recommendations about evolution steps
to perform to get on track again.
Each of these analyses will usually comprise the following
tasks: gathering the data, performing the analysis, and report-
ing of the outcomes, for example by visualization. This also
holds true for the maintenance of released products, which
must be analyzed as well.
Correction and Realignment. Based on the results of
the analyses it might be necessary to correct and realign the
development efforts or the product line evolution plan.
As we address a complete iteration of the evolution life-
cycle, we are confident that we cover the crucial tasks and
aspects to be considered when defining a research agenda for
product line evolution in the future.
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for Evolution Phase 
B
Product Line after 
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Product Line after 
Evolution Step A2
Time
Constraints describing
the evolution path
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Fig. 3. Planning, tracking, analysis, and realignment of evolution.
VI. DISCUSSION
The aim of the paper is to perform first steps towards a com-
mon body of knowledge for variability over time. Validation of
the results achieved is difficult, as a common terminology and
understanding on concepts is missing. Addressing this problem
best possible, we base our research both on existing work
and exemplary validation. More precisely, our typification of
“variability in time” is based on a literature survey and we
referred to related work and assigned it to the corresponding
types wherever appropriate. Second, we exemplarily validated
the identified types by applying them to complex product line
scenarios, where they exhibited expressiveness.
VII. CONCLUSION
Current authors address different time-related variability
issues when talking about “variability in time”. Without a
common framework of concepts, it will be difficult to relate
advancements to each other, finally hindering progress. In this
paper, we performed the first steps to approach this problem.
We surveyed the different uses and found out that their notions
are actually orthogonal. By generalization, we received three
types of “variability in time”: variability of linear change
over time (maintenance/evolution), multiple versions at a point
in time (configuration management), and binding over time
(product derivation). We applied the three types to two product
line scenarios, where they exhibited expressive and discrimi-
natory power, giving evidence for their usefulness as part of
a body of knowledge for time-related variability issues.
As a first step towards further refinement, we extracted
the necessary tasks and aspects relevant for the type mainte-
nance/evolution, thereby covering a complete iteration of the
“evolution lifecycle”. These results can be used for defining a
research agenda for developing tools and methods supporting
product line evolution. Obviously this paper can only be seen
as a first step towards a common body of knowledge, which
has to be developed in vital discussion with the research
community. However, we hope that our work stimulates further
researchers to engage with the various dynamic properties of
product lines and the challenges imposed by this fact.
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